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Business Resilience
With front line experience 
responding to incidents daily, 
MOXFIVE Technical Advisors 
have the unique ability to 
connect the dots between 
business, information 
technology, and security 
objectives to help you quickly 
identify the gaps and build a 
more resilient environment.

Learn More

Faster Procurement
MOXFIVE maintains contractual relationships 
with our partner ecosystem to facilitate a faster 
and more efficient procurement process for our 
clients.

Resilient Outcomes
MOXFIVE provides advisory and implementation 
services to address the business process and 
technology requirements needed to build 
resilient security operations.

Working with MOXFIVE Technical Advisors 
provides the following benefits:

Access to Experts at Scale
MOXFIVE continually curates its ecosystem of the 
industry’s best technology experts and service 
providers so that we can quickly assemble the right 
team or technology based on what your organization 
needs.

Smoother Implementation
MOXFIVE Technical Advisors can help manage 
the implementation process to keep projects on 
schedule and minimize disruption to day-to-day 
activities.

Identify Gaps. Reduce Risks. Succeed. 
The growing complexity of IT systems has increasingly outpaced the supply of 
qualified service professionals needed to build, customize, and manage them. 
The traditional models for delivering these services have resulted in organizations 
spending more time managing a multitude of vendors while sacrificing quality and 
budget.

Many organizations are realizing that not only do they need a more robust group of 
technical service providers to support their ad hoc projects, day-to-day operations, 
and future business needs – they also need someone who can help manage and 
streamline the selection and implementation process.  

MOXFIVE can help. Our Technical Advisors are on the front lines helping companies 
restore IT operations and recover following a variety of cyber incidents every day. 
Our unique ability to connect the dots between business, IT, and security objectives 
helps us understand how to quickly identify gaps and build more resilient business 
environments. 

Business Resilience
An Ecosystem Approach

D A T A  S H E E T



MOXFIVE is a specialized technical advisory firm founded to help minimize the business impact of cyber 
attacks. Over the last decade, our team of experts has helped thousands of businesses respond to major 
incidents and saw firsthand that there needed to be a better way for organizations to get the technical expertise 
they need when they need it most. With deep roots in incident response and corporate IT, MOXFIVE Technical 
Advisors strive to be the go-to technical resource for our clients - helping organizations of all types solve their 
most challenging technology-related problems and provide technical expertise at scale.  
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Build Resilient Outcomes with MOXFIVE 

At MOXFIVE, we pride ourselves on providing organizations a tailored approach based on their needs. By combining our technical 
expertise with the business lens, we are able to provide value unlike others. We understand that IT and cybersecurity are critical to 
business operations and decisions need to be made with the impact each decision has on the business in mind. MOXFIVE provides 
the following Business Resilience offerings:

Advisory Services

    IT & Security Strategy   Leverage MOXFIVE Technical Advisors to support the development and execution of IT  
    and security initiatives.

    Security Services   MOXFIVE Technical Advisors assist with developing a tailored security program and  
    finding the right solutions for your organization. 

    Retainer Services   Establish an ongoing relationship with MOXFIVE Technical Advisors as your go-to   
                  knowledge center on emerging trends and thought leadership to keep    
    your organization moving forward on IT and Security initiatives. 

IT Infrastructure

    Asset Management Track and assess IT inventory to optimize procurement decisions and incident response  
    efforts. 

    Cloud Services  Develop and execute migration and/or optimization of cloud service provider solutions,  
    e.g. Amazon (AWS), Microsoft 0365/Azure, Google Cloud. 

    Backup Infrastructure Implement and manage robust backup solutions designed to minimize downtime. 

    Storage    Deploy and/or optimize data storage infrastructure. 

Managed Services 

    IT Services  Deploy, manage, and support IT networks including critical systems, servers, and   
    workstations. 

    Security Services  Deploy and monitor security technology stack and MDR. 

    Security Awareness  Phishing exercises and modular education programs for staff. 
    Training

    Dark Web Monitoring  Ongoing monitoring for critical information, stolen credentials, and threats targeting  
    your organization. 

Security

    Multifactor Authentication Protect unauthorized access with enhanced authentication.

    MSSP/MDR  Deploy and monitor security technology stack. 

    Endpoint Technology  Deploy endpoint protection, detection, and response platforms.

    Segmentation  Optimize security with network segmentation solutions. 

    Assessments  Analyze health of existing security via penetration testing; vulnerability application and  
    compromise assessments; or M&A due diligence. 


